
 

 

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

CRYSTAL 
MAZED 
 
 
 
 
DURATION 
120 – 150 minutes  
 
REQUIREMENTS 
Flat open field or  
small pockets of land 
 
GUEST NOS. 
Up to 320 guests 
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Inspired by the iconic show, Crystal Mazed is a challenging event 
requiring mental skill, physical ability and dexterity as teams compete to 
earn as many crystals as possible to trade for time in the frantic finale in 
our Crystal Dome! 
 

Using the information and equipment provided teams are required to complete a series of 
activities in four themed zones namely Aztec, Medieval, Industrial and Futuristic. A series of 
themed challenges are available in each zone, designed to test your teams’ ability to 
nominate the best individual to triumph at the task at hand.  
 

Rotating around each activity zone in turn, teams must use their skills wisely and pull to their 
strengths in order to rack up the Crystal rocks in their bid for success. With intriguing titles 
ranging from Chemical Imbalance to Xocolatl Pot each of the unique themed challenges 
have a Mental, Physical or Skill slant, meaning that Crystal Mazed has something 
challenging for everyone.  
 

Success in each of the tasks facing your teams will result in the famous finale – where each 
member of the leading teams shall enter the Crystal Dome, facing the final challenge to 
collect as many gold tickets as possible and defeat the maze! 
 
“…the Crystal Mazed event went brilliantly thank you!  All the participants had a great 
time, Gaz and Adam did a really good job of hosting and arranging the day for us.  It 
was a memorable day so thank you.” Domino 
 

 

EVENT 
VIDEO 

https://vimeo.com/kdmevents/review/175364319/2949ac43b1
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CRYSTAL MAZED  

DETAILS 
Entrances to the four zones are framed with giant banners and themed bunting. Dependant on your 
team and guest numbers, teams take part in 8 to 12 of these fiendish challenges plus our famous 
inflatable Dome finale!  

Aztec Zone 
 

Blockheads   
Can your team arrange all the Aztec faces to look 
in the correct directions in this giant 3D block 
puzzle? 
 

Spears Target 
Armed with your Aztec warrior’s traditional 
Tlacochtli (spear and thrower) will you prove to be 
right on target or missing by a mile? 
 

Xocolatl Pot  
Successfully measuring and moving this precious 
royal delicacy, against the clock, may get you into 
hot water, rather than Hot Chocolate! 
 

Mayan Maze 
Trapped on one side of a crocodile infested river 
bank, can your team plan the route to cross to 
safety? It’s a jungle out there! 

 

Futuristic Zone 
 

Neutralise the Virus 
A deadly new virus discovered in a research 
station on Mars poses a tricky threat for your team 
to eradicate from a safe distance.  
 

Chemical Imbalance 
Can you make your alien periodic table of 
unstable elements earthquake proof? Failure in 
this task literally means a Big Bang! 

Medieval Zone 
 

Build the Fortress 
Reconstruct the fortress from its ruins, adhering 
to the original footprint and design. 
 

Load the Cannon 
The latest in medieval weaponry is the all new, 
highly volatile exploding cannonball! Get as many 
as possible into a storage unit…against the clock. 
 

The King’s Guard 
A particular man, The King needs to see all of his 
3,000 troops from all four viewing platforms in the 
castle. Get it right or you’re for the chop! 
 

Man the Battlements 
Defence and repair are the orders of the day! Get 
your tar-carrying team from the north to the south 
towers to repair those battlements! 
 

Industrial Zone 
 

Assorted Nuts 
The nuts and bolts are hot off the press – in fact 
too hot to handle! Can you sort them into size 
order wearing the protective gear…all against the 
clock? 
 

Tool Chest 
Every team needs a proper tool kit! Build up yours 
by manoeuvring a temperamental ball bearing 
around the course to score individual tools. 

...and it all leads to the frantic finale in the inflatable Crystal Dome!  
Teams trade all their precious crystals for time in our giant inflatable for a show-stopping finale!  
Together the team members must grab gold tokens out of the air whilst the timer counts down…the 
team with the most are the Crystal Mazed victors! 


